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Department of Physiology & Biophysics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OhioABSTRACT Neuroserpin is a regulator of neuronal growth and plasticity. Like other members of the serpin family, neuroserpin
undergoes a large conformational change as part of its function. Unlike other serpins such as a1-antitrypsin, wild-type neuroser-
pin will polymerize under near-physiological conditions, and will spontaneously transition to the latent state. To probe the origins
of this conformational lability, we have performed hydrogen exchange measurements and molecular-dynamics simulations on
human neuroserpin. Hydrogen exchange indicates that neuroserpin has greater flexibility in the breach region and in b-strand 1C
compared with a1-antitrypsin. Molecular-dynamics simulations show that the distance between the top of b-strands 3 and 5A
averages 4.6 A˚ but becomes as large as 7.5 A˚ in neuroserpin while it remains stable at ~3.5 A˚ in a1-antitrypsin. Further simu-
lations show that the stabilizing S340A mutation suppresses these fluctuations in neuroserpin. The first principal component
calculated from the simulations shows a movement of helix F away from the face of b-sheet A in neuroserpin while no such
movement is evident in a1-antitrypsin. The increased mobility of these regions in neuroserpin relative to a1-antitrypsin provides
a basis for neuroserpin’s increased tendency toward the formation of polymers and/or the latent state.INTRODUCTIONNeuroserpin is a member of the serpin family of protease
inhibitors (1). Inhibitory serpins are unusual in that they do
not fold to the lowest free energy conformation, but are
instead trapped in a metastable state in which b-strand 4A
is exposed to solvent as a flexible loop. Upon cleavage by
a target protease, the reactive center loop (RCL) spontane-
ously inserts into the central b-sheet (sheet A) becoming
a sixth strand and in the process translocating the covalently
bound protease ~70 A˚ and trapping it in an inactive state (2).
This transition is accompanied by a large increase in sta-
bility (3). Because serpins adopt a strained metastable con-
formation, they are prone to inappropriate conformational
changes that can be triggered both by mutations and by
mild environmental perturbations (4). These inappropriate
conformational changes frequently lead to polymers, which
have been linked to a number of pathologies. In the case of
neuroserpin, misfolding and polymerization of pathological
mutants has been identified as the molecular basis of familial
encephalopathy with neuroserpin inclusion bodies (5). In
addition, wild-type neuroserpin is marginally stable and
will form polymers under near physiological conditions (6).
The structure of human neuroserpin in the metastable
form (3FGQ) (7) is shown in Fig. 1. Neuroserpin has the
canonical serpin fold, consisting of three b-sheets, A, B,
and C, and nine a-helices, A–I. As in other serpins, the
RCL is exposed to solvent and available for cleavage by
target proteases. In addition, neuroserpin contains one
unique structural feature, the U-loop between b-strandsSubmitted May 11, 2011, and accepted for publication August 25, 2011.
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0006-3495/11/10/1758/8 $2.001 and 2 B. The U-loop has been shown to contribute to
the inhibition of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) (7).
Previously, the structural distribution of native state
stability and conformational dynamics in the canonical ser-
pin a1-antitrypsin (a1-AT) was probed using hydrogen/
deuterium exchange and mass spectrometry (HXMS) (8).
HXMS exploits the fact that backbone amide hydrogens in
proteins will readily exchange with deuterium when a pro-
tein is incubated in D2O. Amide hydrogens that are buried
in the protein interior or involved in stable hydrogen bonds
are resistant to exchange, and structural fluctuations which
transiently expose them to solvent are required in order to
allow exchange with deuterium to occur. Thus, amide hy-
drogens in stable rigid regions will show slow rates of
exchange while those located in unstable or flexible regions
will exchange rapidly. HXMS thus reveals the distribution
of conformational flexibility in proteins through the local
rates of H/D exchange (9).
In a1-AT, it was found that b-sheet B, the center of
b-sheet A, and helices B and C form the stable slow
exchanging core of the molecule. Much of b-sheet C was
also found to be stable; in particular, there were stable inter-
actions between b-strands 1 and 2 C. This interaction is crit-
ical because it must be broken both to form polymers and to
form the latent state (10,11). In contrast, an unexpected
degree of flexibility was seen in helices A and F. It was spec-
ulated that the flexibility of helix F may contribute to inhib-
itory efficiency, as this helix must undergo large motions
during the inhibitory conformational change.
We employed HXMS and molecular-dynamics (MD)
simulations to study the conformational dynamics of human
neuroserpin and compare them with a1-AT. One question to
be addressed is whether the serpins’ metastability and un-
usual inhibitory mechanism imposes constraints on theirdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.08.037
FIGURE 1 The structure of human neuroserpin (3FGQ). (Green,
magenta, and yellow) b-sheets A, B, and C, respectively. (Red) RCL;
(orange) helix F. S340 shown as magenta spheres.
Flexibility of Neuroserpin 1759conformational flexibility. Conservation of flexibility or
rigidity in certain regions may indicate that flexibility/
rigidity in these regions is required for function, and would
thus shed light on the mechanism of the inhibitory confor-
mational change. We also wish to determine whether differ-
ences in local conformational flexibility can explain the
differences between the biochemical behavior of neuroser-
pin and other serpins. Unlike most serpins, wild-type neuro-
serpin readily form polymers under near-physiological
conditions (12). Additionally, unlike a1-AT but similar to
plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1), neuroserpin will
spontaneously transition to the latent state, in which RCL
insertion into b-sheet A occurs without proteolytic
cleavage (12).MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression and purification of human
neuroserpin
The purification of the wild-type neuroserpin was done following the
previous protocol reported by Belorgey et al. (12) with some modifications.
In brief, the plasmid containing the wild-type neuroserpin gene was kindly
provided by Dr. David A. Lomas (Respiratory Medicine Unit, Department
of Medicine, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK). Escherichia coli
BL21 (DE3) were used for expression. All chemicals were obtained from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise specified. Initially, cells were
cultured at 37C for ~3 h until the A600 reached to 0.7–1.2, followed by
induction with 1 mM isopropyl-b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside and the
culture was transferred to 30C for further 16–18 h. The cells were har-
vested by centrifugation, resuspended in cold Buffer A (50 mM Na2HPO4,
10 mM imidazole, 500 mM NaCl, pH 7.8) with protease inhibitor cocktail
and 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and disrupted by sonication.
The disrupted cell suspension was further centrifuged at 12,000g for15 min and the supernatant was collected. The pellet was again suspended
in Buffer A and centrifuged again, which was repeated twice and then
the pooled supernatants were incubated with Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen,
Germantown, MD) at 4C for 60 min.
The protein-bound Ni-NTA agarose was washed thoroughly with Buffer
A and packed in column to perform the fast protein liquid chromatography
purification. The column was washed three times with 20 mM Na2HPO4,
pH 7.8. Finally, the protein was eluted with the 20 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.8
buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. The fractions containing recombinant
neuroserpin were pooled, diluted fourfold and the fractions were buffer-
exchanged into Buffer B (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20 mM NaCl) to
remove the imidazole. This fraction was loaded on Hitrap Q HP (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, Waukesha, WI) and washed with Buffer B and
bound neuroserpin was eluted with the linear gradient (0–1) M of Buffer
C (Buffer B with 1 M NaCl). At the end, the eluted fraction was buffer-
exchanged with Buffer D (10 mM Sodium Phosphate, 50 mM NaCl,
pH 7.5) and concentrated using Amicon Ultra-15 (Millipore, Billerica,
MA) and Amicon Ultra-0.5 (Millipore). Activity assay was performed
using the previously reported protocol by Belorgey et al. (12). All inhibitory
reactions were performed at 25C in the inhibition buffer (50 mM HEPES,
150 mM NaCl, 0.01% w/v dodecyl-maltoside (Sigma), pH 7.4) by adding
20 nM tPA (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) to a mixture of neuroserpin of
different concentrations (from 200 to 1000 nM) and 1 mM substrate
S-2288 (Chromogenix, Milano, Italy). The release of p-nitroanilide in every
reaction was recorded at 410 nm as a function of time and the inhibitory
activity of the purified neuroserpin was verified.Hydrogen/deuterium exchange and mass
spectrometry
Neuroserpin was diluted 25-fold into D2O buffer (10 mM sodium phos-
phate, 50 mM NaCl, pD 7.8, and incubated at 25C for 10, 50, 100, 500,
1000, 2000, or 3000 s. Exchange was then quenched by adding an equal
volume of ice-cold 100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 2.5 and placing the
samples on ice. Porcine pepsin was added to a 1:1 (m/m) ratio and digestion
proceeded for 5 min. The digest was loaded on to a microbore C18 column
and eluted at 50 mL/min directly into an LTQ XL mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) equipped with an ESI course.
A linear acetonitrile-water gradient of 10–45% over 15 min was employed
and the column, injector and connection lines were immersed in an ice bath
throughout. Peaks were identified manually and centroid masses were
calculated using the software MagTran (AmGen, Thousand Oaks, CA). A
fully deuterated reference sample was prepared and used to correct for
deuterium loss during sample handling as described previously (8). Three
repeat measurements of the fully deuterated reference sample indicate
that the average experimental variability is 50.5 deuteria. Before per-
forming H/D exchange measurements, the peptides resulting from peptic
digestion were sequenced using tandem mass spectrometry. A digest of un-
deuterated neuroserpin was eluted into an LTQXLmass spectrometer using
an acetonitrile-water gradient of 10–45% over 60 min and 45–98% over
30 min and peptides were subjected to collision-induced dissociation.
The sequencing data was analyzed using the SEQUEST algorithm in the
BioWorks software package (Thermo Electron, Waltham, MA).MD simulations and analysis
MD simulations for neuroserpin and a1-AT were conducted using NAMD
v 2.7 (13) and the CHARMM27 force field (14) with the CMAP correction
(15,16) and TIP3P water (17). Simulations were performed using particle-
mesh Ewald electrostatics and periodic boundary conditions. The starting
structures were 1QLP (a1-AT) and 3FGQ (neuroserpin). The missing
residues in the RCL in 3FGQ were modeled in using the ModLoop server
(18). Starting structures for the S340A and S49P mutants of neuroserpin
were generated by in silico mutagenesis. For each protein the solvated,Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1758–1765
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were run for 50 ns and the last 45 ns were used for analysis. In the case
of S49P, simulations were run for 35 ns and the last 30 ns were used for
analysis. Root mean-square fluctuations (RMSF), residue interaction
energy networks, and distance measurements were performed using the
software WORDOM (19). Hydrogen-bond occupancies were calculated
using VMD (20). Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed
and PCA projections and animations were prepared using the software
package ProDy (21). Images of protein structures were generated using
PyMol (22).RESULTS
Hydrogen/deuterium exchange
Deuterium uptake versus time curves for two representative
peptides covering residues 202–211, located in b-strand 4C,
and residues 299–314, encompassing helix I and a portion of
b-strand 6A, are shown in Fig. 2. A map of our sequence
coverage and normalized deuterium versus time curves for
all 26 peptic fragments employed in this study are given
in Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 (see the Supporting Material). Resi-
dues 202–211 contain five residues in b-strands and four
residues in a surface-exposed loop. At 3000 s, ~4 amide
hydrogens (~47% of the total) have exchanged with deute-
rium. These likely correspond to the four residues in the
loop. The b-strands in this region are therefore highly stable
and resistant to exchange. The fact that all four loop residues
do not exchange immediately suggests that the two intra-
main chain hydrogen bonds seen in the crystal structure
are moderately stable in solution. In contrast, of the 15
exchangeable amide hydrogens in residues 299–314, only
two remain unexchanged after 3000 s despite the fact that
the majority of residues in this region are located in regular
secondary structure. In fact, six residues undergo exchange
with 10 s (Fig. 2), indicating that at least some of the
secondary structure seen in the crystal structure is unfolded
in solution. This region is therefore unstable and highly
dynamic.FIGURE 2 Normalized deuterium versus time curves for two representa-
tive peptic fragments of neuroserpin covering residues 202–211 (circles)
and 299–314 (triangles).
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1758–1765Results for all peptic fragments identified in this study are
mapped onto the crystal structure of human neuroserpin
(3FGQ) in Fig. 3. As in a1-AT, b-sheets B and C and
a-helices G and H are slow-exchanging, indicating struc-
tural rigidity. Also as in a1-AT, a-helix D and much of helix
A are highly flexible. There are, however, several notable
differences in the H/D exchange patterns of neuroserpin
and a1-AT. Two regions of particular interest are the breach
region at the top of b-strands 3 and 5A and b-strand 1C. The
peptide containing b-strand 1C includes residues 359–378
and contains three residues in b-strand 1C, three residues
in b-strand 4B, and 13 residues in loops and turns. Eight
of these residues exchange immediately and are likely
located in the solvent-exposed RCL. A further seven ex-
change during the subsequent incubation in D2O, and by
3000 s only three amide hydrogens remain unexchanged.
While it is not possible to identify the location of these three
stable amide hydrogens, it is reasonable to argue that they
are much more likely to be located in the deeply buried
and fully hydrogen-bonded b-strand 4B than in the
surface-exposed b-strand 1C. Thus, H/D exchange suggests
that b-strand 1C is labile to exchange on timescales of thou-
sands of seconds, in contrast to a1-AT (8). Residues 185–
201 include four residues in b-strand 3A, two residues in
b-strand 4C along with a single turn of helix, and the re-
maining residues in loops and turns. Despite the six residues
involved in b-sheets, this peptide reaches ~100% exchange
at 3000 s. This indicates that both b-strands spanned by
these residues are flexible, in contrast to the rigidity seen
in a1-AT (8).MD simulations
Residue fluctuations
All-atom MD simulations on neuroserpin and a1-AT were
run for 50 ns and the last 45 ns were used for analysis.
RMSF per residue for both proteins are shown in Fig. 4.
Helices C and D are both more mobile in neuroserpin than
in a1-AT, as is the top of helix F. The RCL of neuroserpin
is less mobile than that of a1-AT and in fact the U-loop isFIGURE 3 Distribution of H/D exchange rates in neuroserpin. Normal-
ized deuterium levels at 10, 500, and 3000 s mapped onto the structure of
neuroserpin.
FIGURE 4 Fluctuations from MD simulations. Alpha-carbon RMSFs for
(A) neuroserpin and (B) a1-antitrypsin calculated fromMD simulations. For
each protein the two N-terminal and C-terminal residues, which are highly
flexible, have been omitted for ease of visualization.
FIGURE 5 Clusters of strongly interacting residues identified from MD
simulations. Residue interaction energy networks (see text) determined
from MD simulations for (A) neuroserpin and (B) a1-antitrypsin. (Colored
spheres) Networks of strongly interacting residues.
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stretch in the RCL that is present in the crystal structure
of neuroserpin unravels early in the simulations, consistent
with the supposition that it is stabilized by crystal contacts
(7). While most serpins have an alanine residue at position
340, neuroserpin has a serine, and it has been shown that
mutation of the serine to the more common alanine results
in both increased thermal stability and resistance to poly-
merization. To further explore the connection between local
conformational lability and polymerization, we generated
the S340A mutant of neuroserpin in silico and performed
MD simulations. In terms of RMSF, S340A shows relatively
minor differences from wild-type. S340A has reduced fluc-
tuations in helices C and D and increased fluctuations in the
loop between helix A and b-strand 6B, the U-loop, and the
C-terminal portion of the loop connecting helix F to
b-strand 3A. The S49P mutation likewise has minor effects
on the average RMSF, although there is a significant
increase in the RMSF of residues 170–176 in the loop con-
necting the F-helix to b-strand 3A.
Interaction energy networks
Residue interaction energy networks were calculated
according to the method of Vijayabaskar and Vishveshwara
(23) as implemented in the program WORDOM (19). It has
been argued that identifying networks of strongly interact-
ing residues as a function of an interaction cutoff energy
can reveal stabilization centers in proteins that may be
related to folding or function (23). The residue interaction
energy networks calculated from the simulations of neuro-
serpin and a1-AT reveal striking differences. Fig. 5 shows
interaction energy networks for both molecules identified
using a cutoff of 2.5 kcal/mol (results are qualitatively
similar for somewhat higher or lower cutoffs). The clusters
represent connected networks of residues that interact with
a favorable energy of at least 2.5 kcal/mol during at least
50% of the simulation.
The most notable difference is that a1-AT has a large
network of strongly interacting residues that encompasses
nearly the whole of b-sheet A and much of helix F. Such
a network is completely absent in neuroserpin, althoughneuroserpin does show two clusters of strongly interacting
residues within helix F. Another noteworthy difference is
that in a1-AT, two residues flanking b-strand 1C, Pro
361
and Asn367, belong to strongly interacting clusters of resi-
dues located in b-strands 2C and 4C, respectively. Again,
no such networks of strongly interacting residues are seen
in neuroserpin. The S340A mutation does not result in a
network of strongly interacting residues in b-sheet A but,
interestingly, it does result in a strongly interacting network
of residues in b-sheet C including interactions of residues
Gln369 and Ile371 on b-strand 1C with Glu289 and Tyr291
on b-strand 2C. No significant changes in interaction net-
works are seen in the S49P mutant.
Fluctuations in the breach and shutter regions
To compare the relative mobilities of the breach regions in
both neuroserpin and a1-AT, the distance between the
a-carbon of residue 189 and the oxygen of residue 337 in
a1-AT and between the a-carbon of residue 187 and the
oxygen of residue 343 in neuroserpin were calculated over
the entire simulation. These pairs of residues occupy analo-
gous positions near the top of b-strands 3 and 5A in both
proteins. In Fig. 6 a it is clear that while in a1-AT the
distance between the two strands remains stable at ~3.5 A˚,
in neuroserpin there is considerably greater mobility. Not
only is the distance between the tops of b-strands 3 and
5A larger on average, but there are large fluctuations during
which the distance becomes as much as 7.5 A˚. As an
additional test of the linkage between fluctuations in the
breach region and polymerization, the distance between
the a-carbon of residue 187 and the oxygen of residue 343
of the polymerization resistant neuroserpin mutant S340A
was also calculated. S340A does not exhibit the large fluc-
tuations in distance between the tops of b-strands 3 and
5A that are seen in neuroserpin (Fig. 6 b). The S49P muta-
tion, which promotes polymerization, does not appreciably
alter fluctuations in the breach region but it does increase
the distance between b-sheets A and B, particularly in theBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1758–1765
FIGURE 6 Distance fluctuations between selected residues in a1-anti-
trypsin, native neuroserpin, and neuroserpin mutants. (A) Distance between
a-carbon of residue 189 and the oxygen of residue 337 in a1-AT (gray lines)
and between the a-carbon of residue 187 and the oxygen of residue 343 in
neuroserpin (black lines). (B) Distance between the a-carbon of residue 187
and the oxygen of residue 343 in wild-type (black) and S340A (gray)
neuroserpin. (C) Distance between the a-carbons of residues 48 and 339
in wild-type (black) and S49P (gray) neuroserpin. (D) Positions of residues
187 and 343 (solid spheres). (E) Positions of residues 48 and 339 (solid
spheres).
1762 Sarkar et al.so-called shutter region. Fig. 6 c shows the distance between
the a-carbons of F48 in b-strand 6B and S339 in b-strand
5A. A clear increase in the interstrand distance is evident
in S49P (average distance of 7.75 0.3 for wild-type versus
9.35 0.3 for S49P).
Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) has proven an effective
method for extracting the large-scale collective motions
from MD trajectories when they might otherwise be masked
by the many small-scale rapid fluctuations (24). Two frames
projected along the first principal component for both neuro-
serpin and a1-AT are shown in Fig. 7, A and B, respectively,FIGURE 7 Movement of the F-helix. Snapshots of projections along the
first principal component extracted from MD simulations for (A) neuroser-
pin and (B) a1-antitrypsin. (Green) First frame; (cyan) last frame. A move-
ment of the F-helix away from b-sheet A is clearly evident in neuroserpin
but absent in a1-antitrypsin. See also Movie S1 (neuroserpin) and Movie S2
(a1-antitrypsin) in the Supporting Material.
Biophysical Journal 101(7) 1758–1765and animations are given in Movie S1 and Movie S2 (see the
Supporting Material), respectively. The first principal com-
ponent for both proteins is dominated by a bending and
twisting motion around an axis that cuts horizontally
through the center of b-sheet A. However, on a more local
scale the two proteins clearly differ, with neuroserpin dis-
playing greater overall mobility. In neuroserpin, there is
a significant movement of helix F away from the face of
b-sheet A that is not evident in a1-AT. Neuroserpin also
shows greater mobility at the top of b-sheet A, particularly
in b-strands 3 and 6A. Helices C and D are much more
mobile in neuroserpin compared with a1-AT, and in fact
the first few turns of helix D in neuroserpin unravel during
the simulation.
Hydrogen-bond occupancy
Specific hydrogen bonds have been posited to play impor-
tant roles in regulating serpin conformational change. In
particular, a hydrogen-bond network centered on residues
49, 52, 182, and 338 is believed to play a role in the opening
of b-sheet A (7). We calculated the hydrogen-bond occu-
pancy over the entire simulation time for every donor-
acceptor pair in both neuroserpin and a1-AT. All of the
four critical residues referenced above participate in high
occupancy hydrogen bonds. The occupancy is 37% for the
Ser49 sidechain-Leu389 mainchain bond; 41% for the Ser52
sidechain-His338 sidechain bond; 21% for the Asn182
mainchain-Ile337 mainchain bond; and 45% for the Ile301
mainchain-His338 mainchain bond. The three strongest
(most occupied) hydrogen bonds are between the side
chains of Arg36 in helix A and Asp305 in helix I, Asp373 in
the RCL and Arg362 located immediately after b-strand
1C, and Asp230 at the beginning of the U-loop and Arg259
in the loop immediately preceding helix G (Fig. 8). All three
of these hydrogen bonds are present during >99% of the
simulation. The most highly occupied hydrogen bond in
a1-AT (>99% occupancy) is between the side chains of
Glu354 in the RCL and Arg223 in b-strand 3C. The fact the
strongest hydrogen bonds in both neuroserpin and a1-AT
involve anchoring functional loops to the body of the protein
suggests that they might play a role by maintaining these
loops in conformations that are optimal for function. The
S340A mutation does not significantly alter the occupancies
of these high-occupancy hydrogen bonds. However, the
polymerization promoting S49P mutation does significantly
lower the occupancy of the bond between the side chains of
Ser52 in helix B and His338 in b-strand 5A from 41% to 31%.DISCUSSION
The polymerization of neuroserpin mutants has been identi-
fied as the molecular basis of familial encephalopathy with
neuroserpin inclusion bodies, and this linkage between
polymerization prone mutants and pathology is similar
to what is seen in other serpinopathies such as a1-AT
FIGURE 9 Instability in the breach region of neuroserpin. Deuterium
uptake versus time for residues 185–201 in neuroserpin. (Inset, in black)
Location of these residues in the three-dimensional structure.
FIGURE 8 The three most highly occupied hydrogen bonds in neu-
roserpin shown on the average structure calculated from MD simula-
tions. (Green) Arg36 and Asp305. (Red) Asp373 and Arg362. (Cyan) Asp230
and Arg259.
Flexibility of Neuroserpin 1763deficiency (25). However, in the case of human neuroserpin
the wild-type protein is also highly prone to form polymers
under near-physiological conditions, and in addition will
spontaneously transition to the latent state. Crystal struc-
tures and mutagenesis data provide some clues to this
unusually high degree of conformational lability (7). How-
ever, in providing insight into molecular mobility, static
structures have inherent limitations. Additionally, while in-
stability has been proposed to make contributions to both
function and dysfunction in neuroserpin (7), global stability
is, structurally speaking, a low-resolution measure. Addi-
tional insight can be gained by examining the distribution
of local stability and flexibility of neuroserpin.
Direct comparison of H/D exchange rates in neuroserpin
and a1-AT is problematic because the different sequences
give rise to distinct peptic cleavage patterns and, as a re-
sult, the solvent exposure, hydrogen bonding, and loop/
secondary structure content of peptic fragments from the
two proteins differ. However, we can still make some infor-
mative comparisons by examining the number of protected
amide hydrogens remaining in each peptide at 3000 s of
incubation and comparing this with the amount of secondary
structure the peptide contains. For example, it was noted
above that in peptide 359–378, two amide hydrogens are
hydrogen-bonded in b-strand 1C and three are hydrogen-
bonded in the portion of b-strand 4B that the peptide covers.
Only three amide hydrogens remain protected at 3000 s, and
it is reasonable to ascribe these to the buried b-strand 4B
than to the much more exposed b-strand 1C. Thus, b-strand1C’s hydrogen bonds are labile on the ~1 h timescale. In
contrast, peptide 352–372 in a1-AT also contains two amide
hydrogen bonds in b-strand 1C and three in b-strand 4B.
This peptide shows five protected amide hydrogens at
3000 s, suggesting stability of hydrogen bonds of both
b-strands 1C and 4B on this timescale (8). The comparison
allows us to conclude that b-strand 1C is more stably
hydrogen-bonded to b-strand 2C in a1-AT than in
neuroserpin.
Because the removal of strand 1C from 2C is required
both for the active / latent transition and for polymer
formation, this observation has clear implications for the
increased tendency of neuroserpin toward latency and poly-
merization. As another example, in both neuroserpin and
a1-AT we identify peptic fragments (of different lengths)
that cover portions of b-strands 3A and 4C along with a
single turn of helix. In a1-AT this peptide contains 10 amide
hydrogens that are hydrogen-bonded in elements of sec-
ondary structure, and shows seven protected amide hydro-
gens after 3000 s (8). In neuroserpin, the corresponding
peptide (185–201) contains five amide hydrogens hydrogen
bonded in secondary structure and shows only one protected
hydrogen after 3000 s (Fig. 9). Even lacking the ability to
identify the locations of the protected amide hydrogens,
we can conclude that the top of b-strand 3A, one-half of
the breach region critical for RCL insertion, is more labile
in neuroserpin than in a1-AT. This conclusion is supported
by the MD simulations, which show that distance fluctua-
tions between the tops of strands 3 and 5A are significantly
larger in neuroserpin than in a1-AT.
Neuroserpin lacks a highly conserved sequence motif in
the loop at the C-terminal end of helix F, and substitution
of these residues back into neuroserpin results in variants
that are fully functional but both more stable and resistant to
polymerization (7). Somewhat surprisingly, H/D exchange
indicates that amide hydrogen bonds in helix F are moreBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1758–1765
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ported by the simulations. The third, fourth, seventh, and
eighth helix F hydrogen bonds in a1-AT have very low occu-
pancies compared to the corresponding hydrogen bonds in
neuroserpin (7%, 6%, 3%, and 11% in a1-AT compared
with 28%, 49%, 21%, and 26% in neuroserpin). However,
while hydrogen-bonding within helix F is stronger in neuro-
serpin, interactions between helix F and sheet A are stronger
in a1-AT. This is clear qualitatively from the presence of
a large network of strongly interacting residues spanning
both b-sheet A and helix F in a1-AT that is absent in neuro-
serpin. More quantitatively, we calculated the electrostatic
and van der Waals energies between Lys168 and Phe189 in
a1-AT and between the corresponding residues Leu
162 and
Tyr185 in neuroserpin.
The average total interaction energy is 1.4 kcal/mol more
favorable in a1-AT, with the major contribution coming
from improved electrostatic interactions, although improved
van der Waals interactions also contribute. PCA also indi-
cates weakened helix F-sheet A interactions in neuroserpin,
as the first principal component involves helix F moving
away from the face of sheet A (such a motion is not seen
in a1-AT). Weakened hydrogen-bonding within helix F in
a1-AT can be explained by positing that optimal interactions
with sheet A require small distortions in the helix geometry
that make it less optimal for amide hydrogen-bond forma-
tion. Neither polymerization nor the transition to the latent
state can proceed without temporary displacement of helix
F from the front of sheet A. The weaker helix F-sheet A
interactions and the tendency of helix F to move away
from sheet A in neuroserpin offer additional clues to its pro-
pensity for polymerization.
Single-molecule spectroscopic experiments indicate that
neuroserpin polymerization is initiated by the formation of
an activated monomer that is capable of interacting with
other copies of neuroserpin to form dimers and higher-order
oligomers (26). This activated species, often termed M*, is
also implicated in the polymerization of other serpins such
as a1-AT. Increased conformational lability in the breach
region and b-strand 1C, as well as increased mobility of
the F helix relative to b-sheet A, rationalize the enhanced
propensity of neuroserpin to form this activated species
compared with other serpins. It should be noted that neuro-
serpin is not less stable than a1-AT throughout the structure.
b-sheets B and C are quite stable in neuroserpin and interac-
tions within helix F are actually stronger in neuroserpin than
in a1-AT, although interactions between helix F and b-sheet
A are weaker. Therefore, local loss of stability and increased
flexibility appear to underlie neuroserpin’s propensity for
spontaneous conformational changes. There is evidence
that temperature can significantly effect the conformational
rearrangements of neuroserpin, with distinct latent and poly-
meric species forming at moderate and high temperatures
(27). Further studies of the effect of temperature on the
conformational ensemble of neuroserpin will be needed toBiophysical Journal 101(7) 1758–1765elucidate the role of local flexibility in these conformational
transitions.
Neuroserpin has a serine at position 340 in place of the
more common alanine that typically occupies this position
in serpins. The additional oxygen significantly perturbs
the stability of b-sheet A and mutation of the serine to
alanine both increases thermal stability and diminishes neu-
roserpin’s propensity to polymerize (7). Simulations of the
S340A mutant indicate that substitution of alanine for serine
results in decreased fluctuations in the distance between
b-strand 3 and 5 A in the breach region, which supports
a link between local conformational flexibility and polymer-
ization. The polymerization promoting mutation S49P does
not result in increased fluctuations in the breach region on
the timescale of our simulations. However, it does disrupt
packing and hydrogen bonding in the shutter region, as
evidenced by the increased distance between b-sheets A
and B and the weakening of a conserved hydrogen bond
between helix B and b-strand 5A. This disruption of core
interactions may contribute S49P’s enhanced propensity to
form polymers.
Neuroserpin is closely related to PAI-1, which is alsomore
prone to spontaneous conformational changes than other
serpins (2). Like neuroserpin, PAI-1 will spontaneously tran-
sition to the latent state, although in PAI-1 this transition
occurs much more rapidly, with a half-time of ~120 min as
opposed to >24 h for neuroserpin (6). In the case of PAI-1,
this excess conformational lability provides an additional
level of functional regulation, as the rate of the active/
latent transition can be controlled by ligands such as vitro-
nectin (28). It is unclear whether there exists a direct connec-
tion between the increased local flexibility in neuroserpin
and its functional regulation. Neuroserpin-tPA complexes
are short lived compared to most other serpin-target protease
complexes (29). It has been suggested that covalent serpin-
protease complexes exist in an equilibrium between a fully
inhibited state and a partially active state from which the
protease can escape through cleavage of the protease-P1
bond (30). The fully inhibited form is that seen in crystal
structures in which the protease is located at the bottom of
the serpin and the F-helix lies against the face of b-sheet
A, while it is suggested that in the partially active form the
protease interacts with the lower portion of b-sheet A, dis-
placing the F-helix. If displacement of the F-helix from
b-sheet A is required for formation of the partially active
state, then weakened sheet A-helix F interactions as well
as the intrinsic propensity of the F-helix to move away
from sheet A (as seen in the lowest PCAs derived from
MD simulations) in neuroserpin could explain the relatively
short lifetimes of neuroserpin-protease complexes.
Unlike serpins such as a1-antitrypsin, neuroserpin is
internalized by LRP receptors in its active form, indicating
that part of its regulation involves being continuously turned
over (31). The basis for LRP recognition of noncomplexed
neuroserpin is poorly understood, but it has been suggested
Flexibility of Neuroserpin 1765that the process is mediated by neuroserpin polymerization
(31). If that is the case, then increased local flexibility in the
breach region of neuroserpin may play a role in regulation
by promoting polymerization leading to internalization.
Neuroserpin is neuroprotective in a mouse model of Alz-
heimer’s disease and has been shown to form stable com-
plexes with amyloid Ab in vitro (32). The model proposed
for the neuroserpin-Ab complex has the Ab peptide inserted
between b-strands 3 and 5A in a manner analogous to the
RCL. If this model is correct, then weakened interactions
between strands 3 and 5A and the resulting increased fluctu-
ations may be important in allowing for the efficient binding
of Ab by neuroserpin. Instability of the active state relative
to the cleaved state is critical for the serpin inhibitory mech-
anism. If the dynamic nature of b-sheet A and the breach
region in neuroserpin do in fact contribute either to turnover
(through facilitating polymerization) or to neuroprotective
binding of Ab, then this local lack of conformational
stability has presumably been selected-for during neuroser-
pin evolution and represents additional example of func-
tional instability in serpins.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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